
THE CHOICES WE MAKE ESSAY

Free Essay: â€œUse wisely your power of choiceâ€• laws of life essay. Choices are the decisions we make in life, some
are good and others are bad. People make.

How to cite this page Choose cite format:. Choices are the building blocks of our lives and despite all the
mistakes one makes, a new day brings with itself new opportunities and a whole new world of choices. The
choices are ours to make, and we as a civilization have to be strong enough to stand up for what we believe in
and make the choices that best suit us personally instead of making our choices solely to make others happy.
And this is only possible if I think before I make choices in the present. Our choices and our life go hand in
hand. Fate influences the entire plot, thereby allowing for some interesting developments that may be
unpredictable to the audience. But it only sounds easy in words. We live with those choices for the rest of our
lives â€” and believe me when I say this, the rest of your life is a pretty long period. And it is about being
ready to deal positively with whatever consequences that materializes out of the choices we make. The women
were seen as the weaker sex and second class citizens this is portrayed by Jim, " a woman's foolishness begins
where a mans leave's off. If he travel's down one, it leads in one direction, if he takes the other, it leads him
somewhere different. And so instead of outrunning the consequences, we actually run into it , maximizing our
exposure to it. It was later that I realized that the decision I made for myself was right all along. In action, they
are difficult. Please contact This I Believe, Inc. Choices are everywhere. Created with Sketch. In , the worst
disaster happened in the Arabian Gulf, and it was closed to my hometown. From drinking milk in the morning
to attending your least favorite lecture, from buying a blue shirt instead of a green shirt at your favorite store to
adding an extra spoon of sugar in your coffee, from painting your bedroom wall pink to drunk-dialing your
crush â€” you take a plethora of decisions, make choices, and bear the consequences. Ahmed, Omotunde,
Habeeb, Creative decision making is the best way to stay ahead of adversaries. It has always been your choice.
Always remember and bear in mind that life is a series of choices, and most choices are based on two things:
love or fear. I realize that my choices are my own, and I realize that the consequences of my decisions will
also be my own, and I will live with those consequences with no regret, and because of this, I will be happy
with my choices. It is described as the way individuals utilize sources, knowledge, methods and think of a
superior method to accomplish something This element of choice, no matter what the outcome, displays man's
power as an individual. When teaching to support and develop independent writers, we want kids to build
enduring connections that they can apply when they writeâ€¦beyond the workshop.


